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In stellarator devices the size of the helical coil is an 
important parameter, because the magnetic configuration is 
quite sensitive to the current distribution on the external 
coils. The integration fonnulae for the magnetic field 
produced by the helical coil with rectangular cross section 
are given in Ref.I-2. The results are extended to the. helical 
coils with arbitrarily polygonal cross section. 
In the description of the helical coil, a spatial curve 'G (f) 
called as the guiding curve is introduced, I being the arc 
length along the curve .. On the curve, two unit vectors u and 
v are introduced, so that the three vectors u, v, and the 
tangent vector t, fonn the orthogonal triad. The curvatures 
and torsion are defined as 
dl dl du 
K =U'-, K =V'-, T= V·-. 
• dl 'dl dl 
The point on the helical coil is expressed in the local 
coordinate system (,;, 'I, f) as 
" (,;, 'I, f) = 'G(I) +,; u(l) + '1v(f). 
The coordinates for the point where the magnetic field is 
calculated is also represented in tenns of the local 
coordinates 
'p(x " y', z', f) = 'G (I) + x' u(l) + y' v(f) + z'I(I). 
The magnetic field can be expressed by the following 
integrals 
B = 1{O8. u(l) + 08, v(1) + oB,t(f)}dl, 
where the each component can be represented by the double 
integral 
08, = & JIWk(I,,g, 'I; x', y', z)d,;dl/ 
4Jl'0, 
for k=u,v,t. 
We assume the coil boundary in x'.y' plane is composed 
of N straight line elements; the comers are numbered from I 
to N anticlockwise, and the coordinates of j-th comer are 
(Xj , lj) with (XN'yN) " (Xo, lQ). We introduce the 
directional cosines a. and f3., and write equations of the , , 
line connecting)-th and) -I-th points in the form 
Aj = aj(X - x') + f3/Y - y'). 
Finally, the components of the magnetic field can be 
expressed in the following fonn 
(for k = u, v, f), 
178 
FU) = [-a.TZ- fl·r -a.(aK -f3K )Jc.]l! 
II j j j J" J II J }-I 
FUl = [aJr - f3rz+ fl(f3K -ax )Jc.]i!., 
v j JJII }VJJ-
+ a.(f3K - aK ){R - R ,} 
j j II J" } J-
- (ry' - K z)<!>j 
II j _I' 
where 
with 
~ 2 2 2 R.sx_+y.+z, , , , 
OJ = a (Y - y') - f3 (X - x') 
j J J j}'
The formulae can be extended easily to the case when the 
cross section is varying along the guiding curve. The 
fonnulae for the vector potentials are also given. 
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